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Alleged Master sighting unconfirmed, Don claims

JCR—Rumours that Davies Master D.

Ramsay was spotted standing still for an

unspecified amount of time this Friday

evening were today debunked by Don of

Hall Rahim Khan.

“Every year, you get this sort of

wild story going around,” says Khan.  “It’s

the Davies version of an urban legend.

I’ve heard it dozens of times, and trust me:

it never pans out.”

The alleged sighting occured

after dinner on Friday.  Non-resident

Junior Fellow Jackie Keef says that she

was standing in the Davies foyer,

discussing the Murder Game with resident

Brendan Lamont, when she felt the strong

wind that always accompanies the

Master’s passing.  Accustomed to this

phenomenon, she thought nothing of it

until she realised that there was now a

third person standing with her and

Lamont.

“I looked to my left,” says Keef,

“and there he was, listening and even

contributing to our conversation.  He

stayed there for a good two or three

minutes.  I was afraid to move, lest I

startle him and he should flee like some

timid beast of the wild.”

Lamont confirms Keef’s story,

claiming that the mysterious interloper was

“kind of short” and “had at least some

hair.”  Though he does not remember any

of the alleged Master’s specific comments,

Lamont does recall  their visitor calling

him and Keef “colleagues.”  “Who else

around here uses that word?” asks Lamont.

“It has to have been him.  And he certainly

left in a hurry when the conversation

turned to residence fees.”

However, Khan dismisses the

encounter as a hoax or a mistake.  “I’m

sorry,” he says, “but  the simple fact of the

matter is that the Master is never going to

remain still for that long.  Face it:  no one

has seen or ever will see him.  He is 

invisible and ineffable, like joy.”

Other Fellows, while remaining

unconvinced by Keef and Lamont’s

claims, have expressed guarded optimism

that the Master may be seen by someone

some day.  “He’ll eventually become old

and decrepit,” says non-resident Frankie

Drake, “and we may catch a glimpse of

him as he tools by with his walker.”

Baldwin Wing adds, “If not, we could

always just trip him up and sit on his

head.”

Keef stands by her allegation and

has announced that she would like to have

another conversation with the Master

soon.  “It was thrilling,” she says.  “I may

set up a blind in the JCR.

“Unfortunately,” she adds, “I’m

kind of afraid this may be the sort of

experience you can never have twice.”

Mulligan sets 

own head on

fire:
observers unsurprised

LOWER LIBRARY—Davies resident

Junior Fellow Casey Mulligan set his own

head on fire with his mind this Saturday at

lunch.

Witnesses claim that Mulligan,

who has been known to demonstrate

pyrokinetic aptitude several times over the

past year and a half, became slightly upset

due to the staleness of the slice of bread

on his plate.  As he knocked the bread

against the table to demonstrate its

hardness, his hair burst into flame.

“It isn’t actually that strange a

thing to happen around Casey,” says

resident Junior Fellow Fred Caldarella.

“He sets stuff on fire pretty frequently,

generally psychically.  Plus I once saw

him eat a kitten with his foot.”

Non-resident Frankie Drake 

concurs.  “Casey is continually destroying

my things with his mind-flames,” she

says.  “As soon as I get my law degree,

I’m going to sue the hell out of him.”

Though many Daves believe that

Artist’s rendering of Casey Mulligan with his head

on fire.

Mulligan’s apparent powers prove resident

Barbara Mickel’s frequent allegations that

he is actually Satan, others disagree.

“Casey is not Satan,” says resident Marie

Dumont.  “He doesn’t set things on fire

with his mind.  He doesn’t own a dog

named Cthulhu.  I don’t have a crush on

him.  Go away.”

Mulligan himself denies that he

set his head on fire or, in fact, that he has

ever set anything on fire at all, even with

matches.

The investigation into the

incident continues.
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Random Facts About

Kenneth Malcolm

Some things you may not know

about the new Davies porter:

1.  If Kenneth Malcolm, Jack Bauer,

John McClane, and Chuck Norris

were locked together in a room, the

room itself would spontaneously

combust due to the sheer level of

awesome in the vicinity.

2.  Kenneth Malcolm officially

changed his middle name to

"Badass."  He was six years old at

the time.

3.  Kenneth Malcolm eats bullets for

breakfast.

4.  Kenneth Malcolm has conquered

Greece, Spain, Norway, and

Prussia...with his bare hands.

5.  When Kenneth Malcolm clears

his throat, numberless armies flee in

terror.

6.  The eventual inevitable

destruction of the world will leave

only one human survivor:  Kenneth

Malcolm.


